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STORY BIBLE LESSON 4 Digital Methods Pro & Con
Note: I will be posting visual examples for all these digital formats in the pdf.
As we have seen, analog methods can meet many of the needs of a Story Bible and may be just
right for some of you. However, they are far from perfect. Journals, binders, and index cards
take up so much space, are time consuming to organize, especially when that data includes
photo and other non-text materials. Then again, they are hard to search through as we add
more and more data to them. And then there are possible disasters. A coffee spill, a flood, a fire
and so on.
So what some other ways can we manipulate tons of multi-media data? With computers of
course! After all, computers were originally designed for just this purpose. The problem is they
weren’t created specifically for fiction writers, but mainly for business and academics.
A brief historical side bar: Keypunch systems were the forerunner of today’s digital programing.
Data was punched as holes into cards which were grouped (with the direction cards on top) and
then fed into a main frame computer (which could occupy an entire floor of a building). The
computer then used statistical methods to organize and sort this data, which was spit out as a
barely legible print out on yards and yards of paper. Not to date myself too much, but I did the
keypunching for the multivariate analysis of my husband’s data on Greek shepherding, whose
dissertation was a story bible in its own way.
The reason I share this tidbit of ancient technology is that if we think of our novel’s metadata as
discrete pieces which can be sorted in different ways, we will have a better handle of how to
enter and manipulate this data into the various digital organizational systems in an effective
and useable format.

DIGITAL FILE FOLDERS GENERATED ON YOUR COMPUTER
Both Macs and PCs come with built-in filing systems. I am a PC user, but I have used Macs too
(my husband is a MAC guy). My suggestions and comments will, in general, apply to both. Note:
If you do use a MAC, here is an excellent video on the ins-and-outs of organizing MAC files
which I find slightly more complicated than on PCs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxS5ZDjjbmc
Computer file folders (found in My Documents or Finder) are comparable to using paper file
folders in many ways. You label the folder and then put your data inside. The advantage to
them is that they take up no physical space and can be used to store digital materials and
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images from the web. The disadvantage is that any paper or physical materials you have must
be converted to digital format either by scanning or, more easily, by taking a digital photograph
and converting it to a jpg or pdf.
As far as I am concerned, digital folders are a workable alternative to paper file folders. They
are fairly easy to organize and are relatively accessible when you write. (For one thing, you
don’t have to leave your seat and rustle through papers to check something).
ORGANIZING DIGITAL FOLDERS ON YOUR COMPUTER.
How you organize your folders makes a big difference in ease of use. Here are some tips. Note:
If these sound basic, bear with me, as these tips will work for all the digital methods we will
examine.
1. Never store data or folders on your desk top. First of all, doing so will slow down your
computer significantly. Secondly, there just isn’t enough space for an entire story bible there.
2. Create a folder for your book or series and put all materials inside that folder as you collect it.
Do not save documents/photos outside that folder with the plan of going back to file it later. I
promise that filing the data in its final resting place is always faster than searching for it again.
3. Inside the book folder, create a folder for each of your specific topics/categories (for
example, the ones we identified in Lesson 2). Be as specific as possible. Eye Color Chart not
Character Profile. Interior of Heroine’s Apartment not Setting. You can always add more folders
as the need arises.
Avoid adding subfolders inside the Category folders. Think of it this way: You wouldn’t put one
paper file folder inside another paper file folder. Why: The more layers of folders you have to
open up to retrieve a piece of information, the longer it takes, and the more stuff you have
open on your computer.
Here is an example of a digital file folder story bible for one of my Civil War novels.
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PROS & CONS OF COMPUTER-GENERATED DIGITAL FOLDERS
PROS
There is no cost. You will be using what came with your computer.
You can save all kinds of data.
It’s quick, and the folders automatically sort alphabetically for finding things quickly. For some
purposes, you may prefer to number or date folders in some way. However, be careful when
numbering folders. For some reason the computer will file 10 before 1. You have to put a 0 in
front of all single digit numbers, if you want the folders in correct number order.
Once you have your folders. You can use the built-in computer search function to find a specific
piece of data as long as you can remember some of the words in the folder title.

CONS
All sorting has to be done as you file the materials. If later on, you decide that shield designs
really belong in Weapons rather than Symbols of Knighthood, you have to cut and paste it to
the new folder.
Photo images saved in folders can take up a lot of computer space.
You need a scanner or digital camera/smart phone if digitalizing analog materials.
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You can’t easily have your writing open and a folder open at the same time. You have to keep
clicking back and forth. However with a little finagling you can have two documents open in
word https://support.office.com/en-us/article/View-and-compare-documents-side-by-side52445547-7c07-475b-bb1d-22a98175ef04 or two windows on a MAC.
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204948
(Or maybe you are lucky, like some people in this class have mentioned, and have two
monitors. That works even better.)
ONLINE BINDERS
Online binders are a bit different from computer-based File Folders. Like an analog binder,
these programs feature tabs which open up to pages you create. Each page, just like a paper
binder, can contain a variety of digital materials. For example, you can have a word document,
text from a website, a URL link, photographs, videos, and even a drawing or map all on the
same page so you only have to click once to find all the related materials. With planning, a page
can come to resemble a visual story board.

Here are three free Online Binders that I have used personally and can recommend. There are
other brands out there, but I do not have personal experience with them.

OneNote This is a Microsoft program that comes packaged free with Microsoft Word. To find it
you have to either go into Programs>Microsoft Office>OneNote or you can go online and open
it up with your Microsoft password. https://products.office.com/en-us/onenote/digital-notetaking-app
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Evernote This program is almost exactly the same as OneNote but not affiliated with Microsoft
and works on both PCs and MACs. https://evernote.com Evernote calls its pages NOTES and
has an APP for tablets and smartphones.

Live Binders This is a slightly less aesthetic-looking program, intended mainly for teachers. But
it does everything the other programs do and is free. http://www.livebinders.com

OmniOutliner https://www.omnigroup.com/omnioutliner/ This is program similar to OneNote
for the MAC. It costs $49 for the basic version and has APPs for ipad and iphone.
In my search for other Mac digital binder type programs I came across this one that looks very,
very useful as a story binder. They even market it for writers.
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https://www.zengobi.com/curio/ It is only for the MAC. It has a pin board and index cards. I
like that it includes mindmapping which none of the others do. I will be sharing mindmapping
tools in the next lesson. The cost of this one is $59. If you are a Mac user, this is definitely worth
a look.
PROS & CONS OF DIGITAL BINDERS
PROS
These types of programs provide all the advantages of an analog binder with the added feature
of incorporating digital media and website research. The individual pages can also serve as
visual storyboards. Some cool things they do:
1. It is quick and easy to copy in photos off the web. Right click on the photo, choose copy. Go
to your binder page and click paste. There is also a built -in clipping tool, if you want to take
something off a website. Because these images are stored online you don’t have to worry about
taking up storage space on your computer.
2. When copying text from a website, the program automatically adds the source URL which is
handy if you need to go back to the site to check something.
3. Binder pages work just like a word processor. You can create graphs and tables. In addition,
you can draw on the page or use the graphic tools to make maps, room plans, and more.
4. If you have a touch tablet, you can handwrite notes and then click to have them converted to
type.
5. They come with Apps that can be downloaded to a tablet or smartphone so you can have
your data open on that device as you work or add data when not at your computer.
6. Most allow you to record yourself speaking or take a video using your webcam/camera App.
This great for recording things while traveling, such as a trip you take to a battle field, etc.
7. You can open a binder page on a split screen so you don’t have to click back and forth. In
OneNote you hit View>Dock to Desktop. See the example in the Visual Sample File
8. Binder tabs automatically keep you to only one sublevel deep.
9. All of the versions are stored online so the data will not be lost if your computer crashes –
like mine did several days ago.
CONS
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1. They take a practice to get used to. Many features only appear when you right click on
things.
2. You have to sort data as you collect it. There no way to search the entire binder.
3. You will have to click back and forth for some things.
DIGITAL INDEX CARDS
Yes, there really are digital index cards. The best program I have found is called Trello, but there
are other ones out there. These are designed to allow you to sort and reorder your data. All you
have to do is drag the cards around with your mouse. They are not intended for writers so you
will need to do a bit of adjustment to get it to work for you.
I doubt you could put a whole story bible into index card form. But if you need to sort
something, they are handy to know about. Check it out Trello here: https://trello.com/
Scrivener, which several of you use, also has an index card function. We will discuss Scrivener in
a bit.

PROS & CONS of Digital Index Cards
PRO
1. You can manipulate and sort the cards by moving them from one category to another the
same way you would index cards which makes them perfect for working out a timeline of
events.
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2. You don’t have to store them in boxes. They can’t be dropped or knocked all over the place
by the cat or the wind.
3. You can code them by applying digital colors, stickers, and/or dates to identify cards.
4. You can upload photos and attach data from your computer.
5. It is a very visual ways to organize materials for those who do best with visual materials,.
6. They are mostly free.
CON
1. These are basically index cards on your computer screen. If you don’t like paper index cards,
you will probably not like these.
2. If you have a lot of data you will need a great many cards.
3. My personal experience is that I can write and sort paper cards faster than I can the digital
ones.
SCRIVENER
Scrivener is one of the few programs out there that was designed for writers by writers.
Scrivener looks a lot like the digital binders above. As one of our class members pointed out,
Scrivener comes with a research component. Like in the digital binders discussed above, you
can paste in photos, text, and URL links. One difference is that he data can be viewed both as
pages and as index cards. In addition, all of your WIP writing is located in the same “binder”.
All of this sounds ideal if you like having everything in one place. Plus Scrivener has the ability to
format your manuscript for self-publication. For some of you this might be a good choice. Learn
more here. https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener/overview
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However, there are some pros and cons to consider.
PROS & CONS of Scrivener
PROS
1. Gives you both a binder and index cards.
2. Your WIP in progress is in the same place as your research.
3. You can insert text, photos, and urls.
CONS
1. You can’t have your writing and research open fully at the same time. Although you can have
notes running alongside your WIP text.
2. It costs a bit of money. Currently $45.
3. It is not intuitive to use. You can’t just click around in it and figure it out. If you do choose
Scrivener, I strongly recommend you take a course in how to use it. Many RWA chapters and
SAVVY Authors offer such courses on a regular basis.
Here is a link to a set a directions for setting up Scrivener as a Story Bible. It will give you an idea
of the complexity.
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Scrivener example http://hollowlands.com/2014/09/creating-a-book-series-bible-usingscrivener-scapple-and-aeon-timeline/
NOTE: We will be discussing Scrapple and Aeon Timeline and other single purpose digital tools
in a future lesson.
WHAT HAPPENS IF MY COMPUTER DIES?
One reason people hesitate to digitalize everything is fear of computer failure. However, if you
are writing on a computer, you must assuredly be backing up your writing. Backing up your
story bible is part of the same process.
1. You can use a hard drive to back-up your data (and your writing) I have a palm size
travel hard drive that works great, takes up almost no space, and holds 5 terabytes. I
back up my entire computer every week.
2. Dropbox or Google Drive or iCloud or OneDrive can be used to back up your files in the
cloud. All of these have free versions. These have the added advantage over a hard drive
of being accessible from other computers and tablets and smartphones. A great help
when you travel or a computer dies.

SUMMARY
This lesson covered several basic digital organizing systems – computer-based digital binders,
digital index cards, and Scrivener which I consider a combination of these two with a writing
component thrown in. The brands mentioned are not the only versions out there, but they are
the better known and will give you a start on how these work. I also considered cost in selecting
these. Most of them have a free component.
However, these are not all the choices there are. In the next lesson, we will be looking at
organization tools that can be used in combination to accomplish the same story bible needs
with some surprising extra dividends. So, don’t make up your mind just yet.

Story Bible Assignment 4 After reading about each of these digital organization tools and
looking at the photo examples in the Files, explore one that is new to you, and post your
thoughts about it. How easy does it look to use? Would it work for your book?
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